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Plate Tectonics 

The grand challenge of understanding plate tectonics — “The grand unifying theory of 
everything in Geology” — the great systematising framework for global data. 

But it’s not a global theory 

Continental deformation is not plate like 

Mantle motion is tangential  

Early Earth ? 

And it has insubstantial dynamic underpinnings 

How does the Earth’s heat engine produce plate tectonics ? 

How did it begin ? 

Why do we see no other examples & what should we look for anyway ? 

Computational modelling and simulation as a key tool 

What constitutes plate tectonics / subduction ? 

Integrating observations 

What does success in modelling look like ?
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Modelling or Simulation ?

What is the difference ? 

Models are about developing an understanding of basic processes and exploring how these play 
out in potentially complicated interactions. 

Simplification 

Interacting processes 

Weighting effects / identifying principle components 

Looking for what can be ignored 

Simulations are about reproducing what happened and predicting what might happen in given 
scenario 

Fidelity to observations 

Assimilating data constraints 

“Prediction” or Forecasting 

Understanding uncertainty
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Ingredients for global models with plates

Combine understanding gained from 
kinematics and reconstruction with dynamic 
modeling 

Kinematics 
Pattern evolution (“rules of plate tectonics”) 

Far-field surface velocities 

Dynamics  
Mantle evolution 

“Rigid” plate interiors (near-surface constraint) 

Appropriate failure models for distinct 
boundary types (different small-scale physics in 
each case) 

Constitutive models for distinct plate boundary 
types (different small-scale physics in each 
case) 

Continental rheology distinct from oceanic 

Cratonic lithosphere preservation !
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Multiple coupled phenomena 

Rheology / constitutive laws 
Non-linearities (including plasticity) 

Elasticity  

Damage 

Anisotropy !

Magmatism 
Heat transport 

Compositional Evolution (crust / continents / deep anti-continents) 

Rheology 

Atmosphere / Hydrosphere / Cryosphere 
Physical / Chemical interchanges 

Interactions across surfaces / entrainment 

Geomorphology & Landscapes 

Formation 
Contingencies of accretion 

Heat / Element budgets 

Core dynamics 
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Compositional Evolution (crust / continents / deep anti-continents) 
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Integrated Earth modelling
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Evolution of basin 

structure

mantle instabilities

Surface erosion and 

sediment transport

mantle instabilitiesmantle instabilities

subduction zone 

thermal and 

mechanical evolution

reconstructed plate  

margins

3D tomography 

and seismicity

simulation & data

grid infrastructure

Seismic sections and 

interpretation

Basin subsidence & 

stretching models



Plate tectonics — a multi-scale / multi-physics* problem 

*In the sense of Earnest Rutherford
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Ingredients #1 — non-linear softening !
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Figure 1: Stress v. Strain-rate relation of equation (7) for ye 
viscosity of equation (6) with various values of the power-law 
index.

Softening —!Bercovici, 1993



History dependence —!Lenardic & Kaula, various papers 1993-4

Ingredients # 2 — History / material tracking
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Plate boundaries

Compare transform boundaries with spreading centres:
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Macroscopic element 
deformation not parallel to 
micro-scale deformation 

Micro-scale deformation 
deformation approximately 
represented by macroscopic 
element deformation 

Constitutive law at plate boundary scale is going to be different for each
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Boundary evolution is not isotropic at macro scale

Kinematic / reconstruction model provide very strong !
geometrical “constraints” at the large scale which 
require that stress and strain-rate are, at the least, not 
coaxial — i.e. there is a change in constitutive-law 
symmetry from one scale to the next  

Dynamic model
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Strain-dependence of lithospheric deformation

This is a simulation of continental crust being !
stretched in response to far field stresses !
imposed by plate motions. 

At modest strain, the deformation will often localise onto faults which can be very long-lasting 
structures; very fine scale in width, but with large lateral dimension and relatively weak. 

The history dependence of shear deformation is tractable if we use a Lagrangian frame.
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Underworld Material point method

Fixed mesh with moving “particles” 

Regular Eulerian mesh for !
momentum equation (efficient solvers) 

Lagrangian reference frame for: 

Compositional tracking 

Stress-history tensor 

Plastic strain history (scalar / tensor) 

Finite element formulation  

robust, versatile 

very simple to go back and forth between !
particle and mesh representation
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KE =
!

ΩE
BT(x)C(x)B(x)dΩ

KE = ∑
p
wpBTp (xp)Cp(xp)Bp(xp)
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In the material point method we can keep a mesh which is computationally efficient for diffusion-dominated 
problems (including Stokes flow) and material points — a.k.a. particles — for tracking history variables. 

!
!
!
!
This is the technique implemented in Underworld (and other similar codes) and leads to a very natural approach to 
many “difficult” issues in geological thermal / mechanical models (www.underworldproject.org)

Lagrangian History & Efficient Fluid solvers
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http://www.underworldproject.org
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Is subduction always “classical”, “textbook” ?

The Australian accretion of the VanDieland 
microcontinent resulted in the terrane being deeply 
embedded in the over-riding plate and left largely 
undisturbed since then. 

Evidence of rotations in present day structural grain (from 
potential fields, paleomagnetism and other indicators). 

Moresi, L., Betts, P. G., Miller, M. S., & Cayley, R. A. (2014). Dynamics of 
continental accretion. Nature. doi:10.1038/nature13033
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Congested subduction zones 

Importance of continental crust  
Mason et al, 2008, Betts et al, 2012, Moresi et al, 2014 

showed how trench motion and!
 slab configuration are influenced by !
 buoyant material colliding !
 with a subduction zone. 

raised question: how does !
subduction continue after !
accretion of one terrane ? 

How does a microcontinent / !
plateau switch to the !
over-riding plate ? 

This is important at many !
different scales. 

!
Can we understand !
this process better and can !
we apply this to understand places !
where accretion is complete ?
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Congested subduction zones 

Mason et al, 2008, Betts et al, 2012, Moresi et al, 2014

Congested subduction zones 

Mason et al, 2008, Betts et al, 2012, Moresi et al, 2014



Subduction — plate scale models with material history
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What can we learn about subduction from simple models ? 

Underworld — finite element models with tracking of small-scale physics 

Highly parallel code for modern petascale machines 

Open source / based on open libraries (StGermain and PETSc)  

Checkpointed and so forth 

Adopted child of CITCOM

Moresi, Betts, Miller, Cayley, 
Dynamics of continental accretion.
Nature, 2014, doi: 10.1038/nature13033



Model setup using UNDERWORLD

Layer 1 density accounts for ~7km oceanic crust (but not phases changes during subduction) 

Layer 1 yield strength is (very) low to account for (unresolved) near-surface faulting, entrainment 
of sediments into the plate boundary &c 

Viscosity is truncated after averaging (to 105 x asthenosphere) 

Layer 3 has significant strength for 80 Myr old lithosophere. In some models this layer yields too.  

Continental Ribbon material replaces layer 1 and layer 2.
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2D thinking is misleading !

In 3D a small buoyant block is easily accreted or  

eaten by the subduction zone. How about a large one ? 

How does the slab recover from accretion with break-off / windowing  ? 

What should we look for in the superficial geological record ? 

What happens for a large terrane / microcontinent ?

20

35 Myr
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Building a mountain belt

2121



Like a swan, the motion is driven from below 

Younger & Weaker

Older & Stronger
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Moresi, Betts, Miller, Cayley, 
Dynamics of continental 
accretion.

Nature, 2014, doi: 10.1038/
nature13033
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A A’
Oceanic Plate

O
ver-riding Plate

Deep embedding — and the mechanics of oroclines

The slab rolls back in two different directions (doesn’t need 
to stretch / tear to do this) 

There is no plate boundary along A-A’ so any convergence not 
accommodated by rollback results in indentation 

Pinning at the end of the indenter supplies the lateral loads that 
result in lateral transport of material along the margin and bending. 

23

Margin !
shortens  
and bends



Where is the arc ?

Trajectories during lateral 
subduction —  almost pure rollback 
creates dangling slab
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Terrane accretion is a witness to bendy subduction 
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Terrane accretion is a witness to bendy subduction 

Terrane accretion may be 
complicated but we can still observe: 

Plate boundary changes 

Accretion repeats  

Docking is messy 

Oroclines are part of the story  

Subduction zones must recover from 
accretion for repetition to occur. 

Does subduction actually step back 
(re-initiate from scratch) in a 2D 
sense or does this re-adjustment 
require a 3D way of thinking ?
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Figure 1. Terranes of the Canadian-Alaskan Cordillera. Inset shows terrane groupings and tectonic realms.

Colpron, M., Nelson, J. L., & Murphy, D. C. (2007). Northern 
Cordilleran terranes and their interactions through time. GSA Today.



Pattern that repeats in the modern Earth
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108 Z.-H. Li et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 380 (2013) 98�111

Fig. 9. Simpli�ed tectonic map of the eastern Alpine�Himalayan belt (modi�ed from Hatzfeld and Molnar, 2010; Yin, 2010; Xu et al., 2012). The green color shows the
oceanic subduction zones. The red color indicates the continental collision zones. The blue color represents the lateral extrusion blocks in the overriding plate. The heavy
black arrows indicate the movement of continental plates and the extrusion of the overriding continental rocks in the Eurasia-�xed reference frame, which are summarized
from the GPS data (e.g., McClusky et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2001; Vernant et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2004; Reilinger et al., 2010). MS: Mediterranean Sea; SCS: South China
Sea; Deh: Dehshir Fault; KB: Kuh Banan Fault; Nay: Nayband Fault; CMF: Chaman Fault; SGF: Sagaing Fault. (For interpretation of the references to color in this �gure caption,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

zone in the eastern Mediterranean Sea (MS), with the overrid-
ing Anatolian (western Turkey) plate being extruded westward;
(2) the Arabia�Asia collision zone that produced the Zagros fold-
thrust belt; (3) the Arabian Sea subduction under the Makran
Accretionary Complex; (4) The South-Tibet�Himalaya thrust belt
due to the India�Asia collision; and (5) the Indonesian oceanic
subduction in the Bay of Bengal and Indian Ocean, with the east�
southeastward extrusion of Asian blocks in the overriding plate.
This orogenic system involves four continental corners, two sym-
metrical ones in front of Arabia, and two equally symmetrical in
front of India. Due to computational limitations, we simulated col-
lision of only one continental corner neighboring a piece of oceanic
subduction zone, assuming that essential results can be applied to
all natural cases through simple symmetry.

In the eastern Alpine�Himalayan belt, GPS data document lat-
eral extrusion of Anatolia around the western corner of the Arabia�
Asia collision zone (e.g., McClusky et al., 2000; Sengor et al., 2005;
Reilinger et al., 2010), as well as escape of southeast Asia around
the eastern corner of the India�Asia collision zone (e.g., Wang
et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2004). A dextral strike-slip fault sys-
tem (Dehshir Fault, Kuh Banan Fault, Nayband Fault, Fig. 9) delin-
eates the eastern side of the Arabia�Asia collision zone, accom-
modating northward penetration of Arabia into Asia. The sinis-
tral Chaman fault system delimits the west-side of the India�
Asia collision zone (Fig. 9), accommodating northward penetra-
tion of India into Asia. This pattern permits a relative southward
extrusion of Iranian Blocks and the Makran Accretionary Com-
plex between the two collision zones, but the GPS velocities are
scarce over most parts of this region (e.g., Vernant et al., 2004;
Hatzfeld and Molnar, 2010). Weaker extrusion of this eastern side
compared to extrusion of Anatolia, in the west, may re�ect narrow
oceanic basins, thus limited subduction between the two collision
belts (Fig. 9).

Extrusion of Anatolia is generally attributed to the Arabia�
Asia collision as well as the southward retreat of the eastern
Mediterranean subduction trench (e.g., Le Pichon and Angelier,
1979; Lister et al., 1984; Sengor et al., 2005; Ring et al., 2001;
Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2002; Westaway, 2004; Marsellos and Kidd,
2008; Yin, 2010). On the one hand, trench retreat and the induced
�Aegean� extension could have facilitated lateral extrusion of Ana-
tolia. On the other hand, northward penetration of the Arabia plate
into Asia may have pushed the asthenosphere beneath Zagros in a
counterclockwise �ow pattern (e.g., Yin, 2010), which forced the
eastern Mediterranean slab to retreat. Jolivet et al. (2013) also sug-

gest that extrusion of Anatolia is partly driven from below by the
trench retreat induced asthenospheric �ow (in agreement with the
SKS fast directions) and partly from above by the extrusion of a
lid of rigid crust (consistent with the stretching lineations in the
crust). This association indicates connections between continental
collision, oceanic trench retreat and lateral extrusion, as in our nu-
merical models.

The extrusion of southeast Asia results from the ca 50 Ma
old India�Asia collision (e.g., Tapponnier et al., 1982, 1986, 2001),
which could either be the cause of marginal-sea opening such as
the South China Sea (Fig. 9; e.g., Tapponnier et al., 1982; Peltzer
and Tapponnier, 1988) or a result of trench retreat (e.g., Royden et
al., 2008). Eastward lithospheric extrusion from central Tibet took
place during a time of rapid trench rollback along much of the
Paci�c, Philippine, and Indonesian oceanic subduction boundaries
(e.g., Tapponnier et al., 1986; van der Hilst and Seno, 1993). The
Paci�c and Philippine subduction, to the east of the southeast Asia
extrusion system, is not included in either Fig. 9 or the numerical
simulations. By contrast, the Indonesian subduction zone (Fig. 9)
is treated as the oceanic subduction side in the numerical mod-
els (e.g., Fig. 2), which thereby plays a similar role as the eastern
Mediterranean trench in the Anatolian extrusion system.

The scale of lateral extrusion around the corner of continent
in the numerical models is about 200�300 km (Figs. 2, 5), which
is smaller than the natural Anatolia and southeast Asia extru-
sion zones. The smallness of experimental extrusion is mainly at-
tributed to the relatively small width of the models (656 km in
z-direction) limited to that size because of the heavy computa-
tion in 3-D high-resolution numerical simulations. The model do-
main is laterally bounded by two free-slip vertical planes (z � 0
and 656 km), on which the normal velocity and shear stresses
are zero. Therefore, material extrusion around the continental cor-
ner can only have a relatively small width, rather than moving
laterally far away from the collision front. Although the compu-
tational limitation prevents reproducing the large size of laterally
escaped blocks, the numerical models reveal similar geodynami-
cal processes and provide signi�cant insights into the mechanism
of lateral extrusion tectonics. In addition, laterally heterogeneous
structures (crustal thickness, thermal state, rheological structure,
lithology, etc.) of different continental blocks may also play a ma-
jor role in organization of 3-D patterns of plate tectonics in the
eastern Alpine�Himalayan belt (Fig. 9). However numerical simula-
tion of these factors is still prevented by the current computational
limitations.



The state of the art today

Models reproduce localised plate boundaries 

Can follow evolving geometry 

Looking at adaptive meshing for small-scales 

Physics + chemistry 

Reaching towards coupling !
surface / hydrosphere / atmosphere 

User friendly ?! 
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Underworld 2

Fig. 6. Adaptive, ultra-high resolution mantle � ow simulation. Top, left: Decomposition of earth�s mantle into 24 octrees using the p4est
library. The viscosity � eld is shown; very narrow low-viscosity zones (red lines on the surface) indicate plate boundaries. Box 1 between the
Paci�c (PAC) and the Australian (AU) plates indicates the region of the cross-section shown below. Bottom: Enlarged cross-section showing
the re�n ement that occurs both around plate boundaries and dynamically in response to the nonlinear viscosity and plastic failure in the region
around Fiji and Tonga (TO) in the SW Paci� c. AMR, which is essential to resolve the plate boundaries, dynamically creates a mesh that
contains elements at 8 re� nement levels, with � nest resolution of about 1 km. A zoom into Box 2, where the Paci� c plate subducts underneath
the Australian plate, is shown in the top right � gure. Top, right: Viscosity and � ow vectors for a zoom into the hinge zone of the Paci� c
slab (indicated by Box 2). The narrow low viscosity zone (red) allows shearing of the � ow and, thus, plate subduction to occur. The opposite
directions of the plates (the blue regions separated by the weak zone; arrows point in opposite directions) shows that our simulation predicts
trench rollback, as is known to occur in this region. Resolving these local phenomena is critical for global mantle � ow models to � t observations;
this is the � rst time that a dynamic mantle � ow model predicts these phenomena [9].

150� 300 million � nite elements. These meshes typically
contain 8 different re� nement levels and about a billion
(velocity and pressure) unknowns. As the mesh adapts
and is repartitioned, all solution � elds are interpolated
between meshes and redistributed according to the mesh
partition.

Figure 7 presents runtime percentages for the solution
of a typical global mantle convection problem using
Rhea as outlined above. The percentages are broken
down into AMR operations, solver time (which includes

nonlinear residual formation, Picard operator construc-
tion, and Krylov iteration matrix-vector products and
inner products), and AMG V-cycle time. As can be seen
from the table, the time spent in AMR components is
completely overwhelmed by the solver (solve + V-cycle)
time; in this case, the AMR components together require
no more than 0.12% of runtime. Thus, parallel AMR
has transformed a problem that would have required an
exascale computer to obtain 1 km uniform resolution,
to one that can � t on a petascale cluster by employing

Rhea (Burstedde et al)  
SC 2010
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The “flying car future” — 20 years

Unrecognisable environments — 
 unlimited resources 

 unlimited streams of data 

 unfamiliar ways to interact with models and data 

Algorithmic priorities will be very different 
Assume any equations can be solved efficiently at sufficient resolution (?)!
( We are much less neurotic about loop unrolling etc than we were — let’s not look back ! ) 

Composing at the conceptual level of datasets / modelsets rather than operations  

 “A Model” will be an ensemble of models of today’s definition 
 To propagate errors, uncertainties etc, it is much better to think of a single model being a whole swarm !
 of  individual realisations  

 We can create metrics and comparison operators with this approach 

 Models (ensembles) will be richly tagged with evolving metadata   
Google-style searches on models will be trivial!
( We probably couldn’t imagine how to automatically !
  search text for arbitrary concepts 20 years ago ) 

 Libraries / Catalogues of models will be possible / searchable given!
 metrics etc !
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